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Abstract: this article discusses the recipient, locations and subject matter of education using geocaching, based on a literature 
review. the aim is to aid the implementation of similar methods of education in Poland, including forest education, by providing 
practical information and guidelines.

in the literature, the most frequently mentioned recipients of geocaching education are pupils, especially between 10–18 
years of age, and university students. this is due to the fact that the authors of the publications were mostly school and aca-
demic teachers, as well as students and doctoral students of teaching and social faculties. For the same reason, the preferred 
locations of educational geocaching were also school/university areas and their immediate vicinity, as well as urban areas, 
including parks. Locations modified to a lesser degree by anthropogenic influences such as protected areas, waterfronts and 
forests were also mentioned. the subject range of geocaching classes is very wide, although geography, mathematics, biolo-
gy, ecology, history, culture, modern technology/equipment, linguistics and physical education were particularly frequently 
mentioned. Subjects related to geology, local society, economy and art were also reported. regarding recipients of educational 
geocaching, the literature clearly indicates limitations in its application to the youngest age groups, while at the same time its 
great usefulness in the education of all other age groups is highlighted. in addition to the currently dominating anthropogenic 
geocaching locations, Poland offers a large variety of natural places, such as forest areas, which are already used for informal 
field education. These locations furthermore enable multidisciplinary education, which is in line with the extremely wide range 
of subject content proposed for educational geocaching.
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1. Introduction

educational potential of geocaching, which is a game of hid-
ing caches/boxes by some contestants (‘geocachers’), and find-
ing them – on the base of geographical coordinates – by other 
contestants (Sherman 2004; Samołyk 2013; Majdak, Świder 
2016), was noticed in the world very fast, only after a year since 
it started functioning (webb 2001 after: ihamäki 2015a).

educational geocaching can be based on caches set up ear-
lier by ‘regular’ geocachers or prepared by educators only for 
classes of specific topics. It may be realized within formal and 
non-formal education, in both natural and fully anthropogen-
ic landscapes. For its wider implementation into educational 

practice in Poland – especially forest education – it speaks of 
a number of advantages of this form of education, realized 
successfully outside the country, and in the initial phase in 
Poland (www.pcen.pl; http://sodmidn.kielce.eu). to the most 
important advantages included can be: positive evaluation 
of field classes by the students (Christie 2007; Freiermuth 
2017); creating responsibility for the environment (adanali, 
Alim 2017; Grau Martínez 2017); running classes in dynam-
ic, activating, creative way (Vitale et al. 2012; Zecha 2012); 
increasing recipients’ involvement in education process (Größ 
2010; Mayben 2010); increasing motivation of students (Don-
adelli, rocca 2014; ring 2014); transferring multidisciplinary 
knowledge and skills (Zemko et al. 2016; Pombo et al. 2017); 
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developing thinking and problem-solving skills (ihamäki 
2007a; Zecha 2012); increasing effectiveness of education in 
comparison to the indoor education (Ihamäki 2015a; Blažek 
et al. 2016); teaching cooperation within team (ring 2014; 
Schaal, lude 2015); including physical activity into teach-
ing process (adanali, alim 2017; Pombo et al. 2017). those 
issues were described in detail in the first part of the cycle 
(referowska-chodak 2020).

the aim of this publication – second one in cycle – is the 
definition of recipients, locations and scope/subject matter 
of education using geocaching. Presented information, de-
scribed on the basis of foreign experience, may have practi-
cal meaning while implementing educational geocaching in 
Poland, also within forest education. 

2. Methodology

Detailed description of methodology, which is common for
the entire cycle of articles, was presented in the first part entitled 
‘Geocaching in education – a review of international experien-
ces. Part 1 Introduction: advantages and problems’ (Referow-
ska-chodak 2020). Presented there was an attempt to answer a 
question – why? why is it worth to pay attention to this method 
of education and try to implement it into Polish realities? 

results of this article were elaborated on the basis of 42 
publications sought for in March 2019 in Scopus base of 
scientific publications (www.scopus.com) and in Google 
Scholar base (http://scholar.google.pl). it was reviewed for 
answers for the following important questions in education:  

• For whom? what age groups are mentioned in the cited 
publications? which one of them is mentioned most frequ-
ently, what may indicate on special utility of this method for 
running classes? Should any of the groups be omitted?

• where? what locations/environments were so far
practically used in educational geocaching? are these ob-
jects anthropogenic, natural, or maybe places of connection 
of both in form of cultural landscapes? 

• what about? what is the possible thematic scope of
education using geocaching? what subjects/issues were 
formulated for discussion during classes? Are any fields of 
study more popular than other ones?

in subsection dedicated to recipients of education used was 
age division for school stages most frequently listed in the cited 
publications. it is a division dominant in the USa (where majo-
rity of publications originated), but also for instance in canada, 
india or australia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-12). Due to 
different systems of education in particular countries, it was 
not always possible to precisely allocate defined in publication 
recipients into mentioned age groups. therefore, if age group 
from the publication balanced between groups given in the re-
sults, publication was cited in both age groups. in table 1, the 
adopted age division was related to the Polish education system 
functioning in the 20th century; therefore, in the period of de-
scribed experience in educational geocaching. 

adopted in results, the age division (table 1) is more 
similar to division in present, recently implemented, Polish 
education system; however, due to data accessibility, in di-
scussion presented were the chosen statistical references to 
the previous system in which gymnasium functioned.

in the subsection dedicated to the locations of education, 
compared were anthropogenic, cultural and natural places/
environments in which authors of cited publications propo-
sed the use of already existing or creating new caches and 
trails of educational geocaching. in the cited publications, 
the most frequently included were descriptions of specific 
situations, classes, not general assumptions for this method 
of education. that is why, the list may seem quite short, 
and some categories of locations may potentially overlap in 
space like a hill with forest area. they were however listed 
separately in order to present the widest possible spectre of 
locations/environments, which in the cited sources were de-
scribed as locations of practical experiences. 

in reference to the content of educational geocaching, it 
should be noticed that the information given in the publica-

Table 1. Main age groups of education recipients abroad and in Poland

education stage Foreign (e.g. USa) Poland (before the reform) Poland (after the reform)

Pre-school stage 5–6 years* 3–6 years 3–6 years

First stage 6–9  years 7–9 years (cl. 1–3) 7–9 years (cl. 1–3)

Second stage 10–13 years 10–12 years (cl. 4–6) 10–14 years ( cl. 4–8)

third stage 14–17 years
13–15 years (gymnasium) 15–18/19 years 

(high school)16–18/19 years (high school)

adults (including students) 18 years and more 19  years and more 19 years and more

*for such age (the earliest) examples of geocaching classes were given
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tions had a radically different level of detail (specific topic 
or very wide range of content), but it was also extremely 
different in terms of fields. The following assumptions were 
adopted for their ordering: 1) information was presented 
from general to specific (firstly given was information of 
collective nature, then this which could be assigned to spe-
cific fields, then to subject/section, and in the end, the one 
which within the given field/subject/section was reported as 
a specific topic), 2) fields of science were divided according 
to the current Regulation of Minister of Science and Higher 
Education (Regulation/Rozporządzenie 2018a).

3. Results

3.1. The recipient of education 

recipients of education with the use of geocaching are: 
• Younger kids (age: around 5–6 years) (Bragg et al.

2010 after: ihamäki 2015a; ring 2014),
• Pupils of the first stage of education (age: around 6–9

years) (christie 2007; ihamäki 2007a, 2014; white–taylor, 
Donellon 2008; Hamm 2010; Huang et al. 2010 after: Albach 
2014; Burri Gram-Hansen et al. 2013; Hall, Bush 2013; Do-
nadelli, Rocca 2014; Ring 2014; Schaal, Lude 2015; Blažek 
et al. 2016; Adanali, Alim 2017; Donadelli 2017; Grau Mar-
tínez 2017; Pombo et al. 2017, 2018),

• Pupils of the second stage of education (age: aro-
und 10–13 years) (Lary 2004 after: Hamm 2010; Christie 
2007; white-taylor, Donellon 2008; Bragg et al. 2010 after: 
Ihamäki 2015a; Hamm 2010; Huang et al. 2010 after: Al-
bach 2014; Mayben 2010; March 2012; Vitale et al. 2012; 
Zecha 2012; Burri Gram-Hansen et al. 2013; Hall, Bush 
2013; alabau Subich 2014; Donadelli, rocca 2014; ring 
2014; Heikkinen, Maliniemi 2015; Schaal, Lude 2015; 
Blažek et al. 2016; Zemko et al. 2016; Adanali, Alim 2017; 
Grau Martínez 2017; Pombo et al. 2017, 2018),

• Pupils of the third stage of education (age: around
14–17 years) (christie 2007; ihamäki 2007a; inman et al. 
2008 after: Hamm 2010; White-Taylor, Donellon 2008; 
Größ 2010; Hamm 2010; March 2012; Vitale et al. 2012; 
Zecha 2012; Cardwell 2013; Hall, Bush 2013; Alabau Su-
bich 2014; Donadelli,Rocca 2014; Heikkinen, Maliniemi 
2015; Ramirez Davies 2015; Schaal, Lude 2015; Blažek et 
al. 2016; Zemko et al. 2016; adanali, alim 2017; Pombo et 
al. 2017, 2018),

• adults:
 ◦ students (age: around 18–22 years) (webb 2001 

after: ihamäki 2014; christie 2007; ihamäki 2007a, 
2007b, 2015b; lawrence, Schleicher 2008 after: ihamäki 
2015a; Matherson et al. 2008 after: Ihamäki 2014; Whi-
te-Taylor, Donellon 2008; Hamm 2010; Dwyer, Mccourt 

2012; Albach 2014; Donadelli, Rocca 2014; Heikkinen, 
Maliniemi 2015; Maman, Blumberg 2015; Schaal, Lude 
2015; Blažek et al. 2016; Fenech et al. 2017; Freiermuth 
2017; Lazar et al. 2018), including candidates for teachers 
(Vitale et al. 2012; adanali, alim 2017),

 ◦ other adults (for instance members of communities, 
clubs, unions) (christie 2007; Blanco, adam 2013; al-
bach 2014; Schaal, lude 2015), especially up to 70 years 
old (Schaal, lude 2015), retirees (ihamäki 2007a), te-
achers – in case of caches set up by students for practice 
(ihamäki 2007a, 2007b),
• cross-sectional groups of society (albach 2014; lar-

sen et al. 2014; ihamäki 2015a), including families with 
children (Schaal, lude 2015).

3.2. Location of education

On the basis of literature review, listed below locations 
were used for education with the use of geocaching: 

• Museum complex (Blanco, Adam 2013; Burri Gram
-Hansen et al. 2013),

• School/university complex, including garden, school
court (christie 2007; ihamäki 2007b; white-taylor, Do-
nellon 2008; Größ 2010; Lo 2010; Mayben 2010; Cardwell 
2013; alabau Subich 2014; albach 2014; Donadelli, rocca 
2014; Ramirez Davies 2015; Zemko et al. 2016; Adanali, 
Alim 2017; Donadelli 2017; Freiermuth 2017; Grau Martí-
nez 2017), closest surrounding of school (Größ 2010; Ala-
bau Subich 2014),

• Historical locations (Dixon 2007 after: Mayben 2010;
Dobyns et al. 2008 after: ihamäki 2014),

• Urban area (White-Taylor, Donellon 2008; Größ 2010;
Vitale et al. 2012; Zecha 2012, 2016; Blanco, adam 2013; 
Burri Gram-Hansen et al. 2013; Albach 2014; Ihamäki 2014, 
2015a; Heikkinen, Maliniemi 2015; Blažek et al. 2016; 
Freiermuth 2017),

• Airport area (Hubackova 2018),
• Camping area (Heikkinen, Maliniemi 2015),
• Urban park (Shaunessy, Page 2006 after: Mayben

2010; White-Taylor, Donellon 2008; Mayben 2010; Zecha 
2016; Donadelli 2017; Pombo et al. 2017, 2018),

• Botanical garden (albach 2014), arboretum (larsen et
al. 2014),

• Zoo (Dixon 2007 after: Mayben 2010),
• Cultural landscape (Dwyer, Mccourt 2012),
• Protected area: national park (white-taylor, Donellon

2008; albach 2014), an object covered with nature park pro-
tection area (Blažek et al. 2016), biosphere reserve (Zecha 
2012), nature reserve (albach 2014),

• Forest area (Größ 2010; Alabau Subich 2014; Ring
2014; Heikkinen, Maliniemi 2015; Grau Martínez 2017),
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• Valley of a river/canal (Zecha 2012, 2016; Grau Mar-
tínez 2017), surroundings of a lake (Größ 2010; Heikkinen, 
Maliniemi 2015),

• A hill (Größ 2010),
• Archeological site/park (Etxeberria et al. 2012; Albach

2014), ruins (Größ, 2010),
• closed mine (cardwell 2013), geological objects

(Lazar et al. 2018).
Besides the above listed physical locations, virtual places 

of geocaching education can be also mentioned. they can be 
an internet site of a cache – it includes information passed by 
cache’s creator, but also allow finders to describe their expe-
rience, which may also be of a great meaning for increasing 
the level of knowledge of following finders (Ihamäki 2007a).

3.3. Scope and subject of education 

the authors of publication are paying attention on useful-
ness of geocaching in education in the field of: 

• all program contents (christie 2007), school curri-
culum (Hamm 2010; Mayben 2010; Lo 2010; Vitale et al. 
2012; alabau Subich 2014; Donadelli, rocca 2014; ring 
2014; ihamäki 2015a; Pombo et al. 2017, 2018); however, 
with the inclusion of recipients’ relations with every-day 
life, especially the young ones (Zecha 2012),

• Getting to know the world in which recipients live
(christie 2007; cardwell 2013; Zecha 2016),

• Science and natural science:
 ◦ science (Brown et al. 2003 after: Mayben 2010;

Christie 2007; Dixon 2007 after: Mayben 2010; Vitale 
et al. 2012; Donadelli, rocca 2014; larsen et al. 2014; 
ihamäki 2015b; Zemko et al. 2016; adanali, alim 2017),

 ◦ natural science (Pérez, Pérez 2012 after: Alabau 
Subich 2014; alabau Subich 2014; Zemko et al. 2016; 
Grau Martínez 2017),

 ◦ mathematics (Lary 2004 after: Hamm 2010; Sher-
man 2004; elwood 2005 after: alabau Subich 2014; 
Schlatter, Hurd 2005 after: Mayben 2010; Christie 2007; 
Buck 2009 after: Mayben 2010; Stephens 2009 after: 
Hamm 2010; Bragg et al. 2010 after: Ihamäki 2015a; Lo 
2010; Pérez, Pérez 2012 after: Alabau Subich 2014; Vi-
tale et al. 2012; cardona 2013 after: alabau Subich 2014; 
alabau Subich 2014; Donadelli, rocca 2014; larsen 
et al. 2014; Ihamäki 2015a, 2015b; Blažek et al. 2016; 
Zemko et al. 2016; Adanali, Alim 2017; Grau Martínez 
2017): distance, angles, coordinates, conversion, mea-
sures, problem-solving and so on. 

 ◦ physics (Lo 2010; Alabau Subich 2014; Blažek et 
al. 2016),

 ◦ chemistry (lo 2010),
 ◦ biology (natural history) (Vitale et al. 2012; alabau 

Subich 2014; Ring 2014; Ihamäki 2015a; Blažek et al. 

2016), including observing/recognizing animals (Christie 
2007; Anderson 2008 after: Mayben 2010; Zecha 2012), 
soils (christie 2007), trees/plants (Sherman 2004; chris-
tie 2007; Anderson 2008 after: Mayben 2010; Huang et al. 
2010 after: albach 2014; Schäfer 2010 after: Zecha 2012; 
March 2012; Zecha 2012; Cardona 2013 after: Alabau 
Subich 2014; albach 2014; larsen et al. 2014; Zemko et 
al. 2016; Pombo et al. 2017, 2018), water habitats (Zecha 
2012), ecology (Sherman 2004; lo 2010), nature protec-
tion (Zecha 2012; Pombo et al. 2017, 2018), ecosystem, 
habitats, population, food chain (Grau Martínez 2017),

 ◦ geology (Sherman 2004; anderson 2008 after: 
Mayben 2010; White-Taylor, Donellon 2008; Lo 2010; 
cardona 2013 after: alabau Subich 2014; cardwell 2013; 
Lazar et al. 2018),

 ◦ geography (Sherman 2004; Shaunessy, Page 2006 
after: ihamäki 2015a; christie 2007; ihamäki 2007a, 
2007b, 2014, 2015b; lawrence, Schleicher 2008 after: 
ihamäki 2015a; white-taylor, Donellon 2008; lo 2010; 
Mayben 2010; Alabau Subich 2014; Donadelli, Rocca 
2014; Ring 2014; Blažek et al. 2016; Adanali, Alim 2017; 
Donadelli 2017): coordinates and geographical directions, 
spatial orientation (Schlatter, Hurd 2005 after: Mayben 
2010; Kerski 2006 after: ihamäki 2015a; christie 2007; 
Ihamäki 2007b; Swingle 2007 after: Ihamäki 2015a; Ma-
therson et al. 2008 after: Vitale et al. 2012; white-taylor, 
Donellon 2008; Mayben 2010; Vitale et al. 2012; Zecha 
2012; alabau Subich 2014; Donadelli, rocca 2014; ring 
2014; Ramirez Davies 2015; Schaal, Lude 2015; Blažek 
et al. 2016; Zemko et al. 2016; adanali, alim 2017; Grau 
Martínez 2017), local region (Sherman 2004; Vitale et al. 
2012; Ring 2014; Heikkinen, Maliniemi 2015; Ihamäki 
2015a; Blažek et al. 2016), sudden atmospheric phenom-
ena (adanali, alim 2017), erosion (Zecha 2012, 2016), 
rivers (Zecha 2012, 2016), meteorological observations 
(Stephens 2009 after: Hamm 2010; Cardona 2013 after: 
alabau Subich 2014), the universe (Stephens 2009 after: 
Hamm 2010), continents (Ring 2014), landscape (Ander-
son 2008 after: Mayben 2010; Vitale et al. 2012; Ihamäki 
2015a; Zecha 2016) and its interpretation (Zecha 2016), 
maps (Sherman 2004; alabau Subich 2014; Donadelli, 
Rocca 2014; Ring 2014; Grau Martínez 2017), digital 
cartography (cardona 2013 after: alabau Subich 2014; 
Donadelli, rocca 2014; ring 2014), different coordinates 
(Alabau Subich 2014, Ramirez Davies 2015), scale (Grau 
Martínez 2017), orography (Grau Martínez 2017),
• Social science (Shaunessy, Page 2006 after: ihamäki

2015a; Christie 2007; Matherson et al. 2008 after: Mayben 
2010; White-Taylor, Donellon 2008; Mayben 2010; Vitale et 
al. 2012; cardona 2013 after: alabau Subich 2014; alabau 
Subich 2014; Donadelli, rocca 2014; ring 2014; adanali, 
Alim 2017; Fenech et al. 2017; Grau Martínez 2017):
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 ◦ journalism (ihamäki 2007b) – for instance by cre-
ating one’s own reportage on geocaching (Ihamäki 2007a; 
Freiermuth 2017),

 ◦ policy (Mayben 2010), forming, changes and co-
operation of individuals and society (ring 2014), territo-
rial/administrative division (Grau Martínez 2017),

 ◦ economy (Mayben 2010), local economy (Cardwell 
2013), local natural resources (cardona 2013 after: ala-
bau Subich 2014), socio-economy, local living conditions 
(Blažek et al. 2016), local community (Vitale et al. 2012; 
Ring 2014), realized professions/occupation (Ring 2014),

 ◦ changes in local landscape (ihamäki 2014),
 ◦ ecological and environmental education (ihamäki 

2007a; Zecha 2012; cardona 2013 after: alabau Subich 
2014; ihamäki 2014; adanali, alim 2017), among others 
things, threats for the environment (adanali, alim 2017), 
rules, perspective and own participation in sustainable 
development, environment protection (ring 2014; Scha-
al, lude 2015), interaction between man/environment 
and nature (ring 2014),

 ◦ physical education (sports education) (Schlatter, 
Hurd 2005 after: Mayben 2010; Ihamäki 2007b, 2015a; 
Dobyns et al. 2008 after: Hamm 2010; White-Taylor, Do-
nellon 2008; Größ 2010; Lo 2010; Moss 2010 after: Vita-
le et al. 2012; Vitale et al. 2012; cardona 2013 after: ala-
bau Subich 2014; alabau Subich 2014; ring 2014; Grau 
Martínez 2017), tourism, including ecotourism (Zecha 
2012), healthy lifestyle (Grau Martínez 2017),
• Humanities:

◦ cultural landscape (Schäfer 2010 after: Zecha
2012; Dwyer, Mccourt 2012; Ring 2014; Ihamäki 2015a; 
Zecha 2016),

 ◦ ethnography (Blažek et al. 2016), local customs/cul-
ture (Vitale et al. 2012; Zecha 2012; Blanco, adam 2013; 
Ring 2014; Heikkinen, Maliniemi 2015; Pombo et al. 2017, 
2018), cultures of other societies (Lo 2010; Mayben 2010), 
beliefs/religions (Pérez, Pérez 2012 after: Alabau Subich 
2014; Ring 2014; Heikkinen, Maliniemi 2015),

 ◦ history (elwood 2005 after: alabau Subich 2014; 
Schlatter, Hurd 2005 after: Mayben 2010; Dobyns et al. 
2008 and Matherson et al. 2008 after: Ihamäki 2014; 
Inman et al. 2008 after: Hamm 2010; Lo 2010; Zecha 
2012; Alabau Subich 2014; Ring 2014; Blažek et al. 
2016; Zemko et al. 2016): local history, including histor-
ical objects (ihamäki 2007a, 2014, 2015a, 2015b; Kerski 
2007 and Swingle 2007 after: ihamäki 2015a; Schäfer 
2010 after: Zecha 2012; Vitale et al. 2012; cardona 2013 
after: alabau Subich 2014; cardwell 2013; Donadelli, 
Rocca 2014; Ring 2014; Heikkinen, Maliniemi 2015; 
Blažek et al. 2016; Pombo et al. 2017, 2018), historical 
figures (Burri Gram-Hansen et al. 2013; Cardona 2013 
after: Alabau Subich 2014; Blažek et al. 2016),

 ◦ archeology (Etxeberria et al. 2012),
 ◦ knowledge of foreign languages (ihamäki 2007a, 

2007b; Ramirez Davies 2015; Zemko et al. 2016; Freier-
muth 2017; Hubackova 2018), knowledge of one’s own 
language, speaking and writing skills (Dixon 2007 after: 
Mayben 2010; Pérez, Pérez 2012 after: Alabau Subich 
2014; Donadelli, rocca 2014; ihamäki 2015a; Grau 
Martínez 2017), for instance description of one’s own ex-
perience in searching a cache (Dobyns et al. 2008 after: 
ihamäki 2014; white-taylor, Donellon 2008; lo 2010; 
Vitale et al. 2012; cardona 2013 after: alabau Subich 
2014; ihamäki 2015a) or description/history connected 
with setting up a cache (ihamäki 2015b), toponomy (car-
dona 2013 after: alabau Subich 2014),

 ◦ knowledge of the literature (Pérez, Pérez 2012 after: 
Alabau Subich 2014; Burri Gram-Hansen et al. 2013), 
• Art:

◦ artistic issues (ihamäki 2007a), for instance pho-
tography (ihamäki 2007a, 2007b), plasticity (alabau Su-
bich 2014),
  Engineering and technical science (alabau Subich 
2014; larsen et al. 2014):

 ◦ modern technologies, including system and use of 
GPS (webb 2001 after: ihamäki 2014; Sherman 2004; 
elwood 2005 after: alabau Subich 2014; christie 2007; 
Ihamäki 2007a, 2007b; Mayben 2010; Vitale et al. 2012; 
Maman, Blumberg 2015; Ramirez Davies 2015; Blažek 
et al. 2016),

 ◦ magnetic fields, radio waves (Sherman 2004),
 ◦ technical objects in the surroundings (Schäfer 2010 

after: Zecha 2012),
 ◦ navigational information and internet communica-

tion, information and communication technology (webb 
2001 after: ihamäki 2014; alabau Subich 2014),

 ◦ operation of device like compass, GPS receiver 
(Sherman 2004; lawrence, Schleicher 2008 after: 
Ihamäki 2015a; Mayben 2010; Alabau Subich 2014; Do-
nadelli, rocca 2014; ring 2014; Zemko et al. 2016).

4. Discussion and summary

As was emphasized in the introduction, education using 
geocaching has a lot of advantages, and especially valuable 
is – in majority of cases – the one increasing the effective-
ness of education (Mayben 2010; Tozo 2011 and Ulukök 
2012 after: adanali, alim 2017; ring 2014; ihamäki 2015a; 
Blažek et al. 2016; Kisser 2016). That is why, it is worth tak-
ing a look at foreign experience in this matter, by analysing 
in the beginning such practical aspects as: recipient, location 
and scope/subject matter of education, referring at the same 
time to the Polish realities. 

•
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as recipients of education using geocaching the authors 
of the analysed foreign publications indicated practically all 
age groups. However, most frequently mentioned were stu-
dents and pupils, especially from 10–18 years age group (cor-
responding to our present classes from 4th grade in primary 
school to 4th grade in high-school). it results from the fact 
that authors of those publications were in majority teachers 
from primary and high-schools and also academic teachers 
describing their experience with learned by them (respective-
ly) pupils or students. Other configurations occurred rarely, 
for instance, academic teacher organizing classes for pupils 
of primary school (for instance ihamäki 2014; Zecha 2012). 
authors of the cited publications were also students and PhD 
students of teaching and social majors (Mayben 2010). Few 
were publications also referred to non-formal education or-
ganized by employees of botanical gardens, urban parks or 
youth centres (March 2012; Albach 2014; Heikkinen, Ma-
liniemi 2015; Pombo et al. 2017, 2018). it does not mean, 
however, that education using geocaching is less suitable for 
non-formal education. it probably means that non-formal ed-
ucators are less willing to publish their experience than formal 
educators. Basically, in order to run such education, one needs 
to have willingness and conviction to go outdoor with stu-
dents/recipients of education. in Polish realities – as was men-
tioned in the first part of the cycle of articles – it quite often 
meets reluctance from school teachers (referowska-chodak 
2013), and very often, is realized by non-formal educators, 
among others, from the State Forests, national and landscape 
parks, centres for ecological education and non-governmental 
organizations. In case of education run by centres for ecolog-
ical education and non-governmental organizations, there is 
no collective information on the number and age structure of 
participants. in case of landscape parks, such collective infor-
mation is not published. in 2003, researches were conducted 
in 21 parks, from which resulted that 80,000 persons benefited 
from the education run by employees of parks (while field 
classes covered around 20,000 persons). Mainly they were 
pupils of primary schools, gymnasia, technical high-school 
and high-schools (Sikora-Stachurska 2007). if these data 
were to be interpolated to all current landscape parks (123), 
it would have been around 469,000 participants of education. 
it should be remembered, however, that changes in law and 
organization that occurred in 2008, caused reduction in the 
number of park employees (Kistowski 2012), therefore, also 
the possibilities of running educational classes. in case of ed-
ucation run in national parks, the available data are not uni-
fied. On one hand, information is published on the number of 
visitors of museums and educational centres – slightly over 
1 million people in 2018 (environment Protection/Ochrona 
Środowiska 2019); on the other hand – information on the 
number of didactic events – 5,277 in 2018 (environment Pro-

tection/Ochrona Środowiska 2019), without providing the 
number of their participants. the age structure of education 
recipients is also unknown. among non-formal educators, 
the State Forests offer the most complete data. in 2017, on 
2,337,597 participants of education run by foresters, 18.52% 
were pre-schoolchildren aged 3–6 years, 31.40% – kids from 
primary schools (7–12 years old), 11.97% – gymnasium 
youth (13–15 years old), 6.82% – over-gymnasium youth 
(16–19 years old) and 31.28% – students and adults (over 19 
years old) (Mrowińska 2018). However, in the cited year, on 
field classes and trips with a guide, the most numerous group 
was students and adults (42.37%), then children from primary 
schools (28.06%) and kindergartens (16.47%), and the least 
numerous – over-gymnasium youth (4.02%) and gymnasi-
um youth (9.07%) (Mrowińska 2018). Due to the fact that 
the oldest age group is not divided into students and other 
adult persons, it creates a sort of a problem in reference to 
the presented results, in which students are important recip-
ients of educational geocaching. Presented statistics of edu-
cation in the State Forests allow to make two observations. 
First one is quite a large share of kindergarten groups, which 
– in case of education using geocaching – were quite rare-
ly mentioned and it referred mainly to 6-year old children, 
so the oldest ones. it results from the ability to understand 
the course of classes or to operate the equipment needed for 
tracking caches. Mentioned were however (in the results) 
families with children, but in this case, equipment manag-
ing can be realized by the adults. It seems, therefore, that 
in terms of this age group (especially youngest children) 
current educational model should be realized. Second ob-
servation concerns gymnasium and over-gymnasium groups, 
which relatively rarely use education run by foresters from 
the State Forests, while in case of educational geocaching 
(outside Poland) are most frequently indicated as its partic-
ipants. Situation in Poland (in the State Forests) may result 
from overload of the curriculum on higher levels of education 
and difficulties with finding time for going out with students 
and reaching foresters. On the other hand, it is also quite ‘dif-
ficult’ group (in comparison to pre-schoolers) usually living 
in its own virtual world, group that is hard to get connection 
with (referowska-chodak 2013). that is why especially for 
those age groups, geocaching seems to be a great solution, for 
instance during residential school trips. It finds confirmation 
also in the observations from other countries: way of people’s 
learning evolved in the last decades very intensively (Hamm 
2010). this entails a need for searching new ways of forming 
level of knowledge, awareness and skills, especially among 
younger recipients of education. it should be noticed, that 
modern students are no longer so engaged and motivated by 
traditional model of learning as previous generations (Pren-
sky 2006 after: Mayben 2010). In their case on motivation for 
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learning and its results influences positively the use of modern 
technologies (Hsieh et al. 2008 after: Mayben 2010). Lessons 
are considered to be less boring then (Deaney et al. 2003 and 
Downes, Bishop 2009 after: Mayben 2010). It is also thought 
that ‘technological gadgets’ like smartphones, used in educa-
tional geocaching, become modern connector between young 
people and the nature (Hartl 2006 after: Zecha 2012).

Second practical aspect of education using geocaching, 
discussed in this article is a location. Presented in the results, 
foreign experience focus foremost on anthropogenic places. 
these are school/university grounds and urban areas, includ-
ing parks (that could also be widely used in formal education 
in Poland). it results from the aforementioned fact that the 
authors of majority of publications are school or academic 
teachers, who usually tried to run classes ‘nearby’, and not 
wasting time for distant trips (Shaunessy, Page 2006 after: 
Mayben 2010). It is particularly frequent with so called in-
structional geocaching, where the transferred content does not 
have to be connected with the place of hiding the cache (for 
instance Christie 2007; Mayben 2010). It can be an idea for 
similar classes in Poland, for instance, in the surrounding of 
headquarter of forest inspectorates or national park objects, 
when time of classes is limited and does not allow for travel-
ling a longer route. However in standard geocaching, caches 
are localized in special places, which are attractive in terms 
of history, culture or nature (Schneider, Jadczaková 2016). 
among the last ones, the authors list areas of protected nature, 
places by watercourse/reservoirs, geological objects, but also 
forest areas, although in case of the last ones they are often 
considered as a place of touristic geocaching rather than edu-
cational (ihamäki 2015a). it seems, however, that in Poland, 
educational geocaching in forests has much bigger chances 
and possibilities of coming into being. this is due to the fact 
that the Polish forests are in great measure under management 
of the State Forests National Forest Holding, whereas some 
of them are within boundaries of landscape parks. Part of the 
remaining forests are within boundaries of national parks. No-
ticed should be, however, that within duties of both employees 
of the State Forests (Ordinance/Zarządzenie 2003), national 
parks and landscape parks (act/Ustawa 2004 – art. 103.2.2 
and 107.2.6) is realization of education of society. Written in 
the directions of development of forest education in the State 
Forests assignment of ‘evaluation of educational experiments 
and their implementation into practice’ (Ordinance/Zarządze-
nie 2003 – attachment 1) may be a basis for implementing 
educational geocaching by foresters. 

Already now the Polish forests are recognized (and used) 
for their educational value – this purpose serve, among others, 
developed and realized programs of ecological or forest edu-
cation in national and landscape parks, in the State Forests, but 
also in urban forests. For inclusion of the earlier mentioned 

values, being expanded is field educational infrastructure, for 
instance didactic trails (Mrowińska 2018; Environment Pro-
tection/Ochrona Środowiska 2019). Collected experience and 
prepared trails may be adapted and used for running education 
with the use of geocaching. closeness of big, busy road is 
considered to be a not very attractive place of hiding the cach-
es (Schneider, Jadczaková 2016). That is why, in the Polish 
forests, it is worth using for this purpose numerous, and at the 
same time much more intimate, didactic trails, tourist routes 
or other elements of infrastructure mentioned before. Such a 
solution may limit the problem of loss in animate and inani-
mate nature, connected with visiting distant caches, which in 
first article was considered as a problem of education using 
geocaching (Patubo 2010 after: Zecha 2012; Zecha 2012).

additional educational advantage of the Polish forests is 
the number and variety of forms of nature protection. Object 
(and subject) of education run by foresters in the State Forests 
are 700 nature reserves (Mrowińska 2018), but also numerous 
ecological sites, natural monuments or areas of Natura 2000 
protection. employees of national and landscape parks also 
run education according to form and regime of nature pro-
tection being a subject matter and their place of work. Plac-
ing caches within boundaries of protected areas or generally 
in forests requires, however, obeying applicable restrictions 
(act/Ustawa 1991, act/Ustawa 2004). in national parks and 
nature reserves, it is forbidden to step off the trail (act/Ustawa 
2004 – art. 15.1.15). it is recommended to clearly mark, that 
to geocachers apply terms of use protected areas as it does to 
other tourists (Schneider, Jadczaková 2016). 

third practical educational aspect of geocaching is the 
thematic scope of classes. as can be noticed on the basis 
of review of foreign experience, it is very wide. It provides 
even an opportunity to realize every content of the curric-
ulum, although especially often mentioned are: geography, 
mathematics, biology/natural history, history, culture, eco-
logical education, modern technologies/equipment (espe-
cially GPS), linguistics and physical education. Presented in 
the results, the scope of education realized abroad is consis-
tent with the scope of formal education in Poland (among 
others, Regulation/Rozporządzenie 2017, 2018b). It is an 
argument for implementing educational geocaching also in 
our country, within formal education (school education), but 
also non-formal education, including forest education. the-
oretically, the content of forest education run in the State 
Forests include structure and functioning of forest ecosys-
tems, meaning of forest (ecological, economic and social), 
threats and protection of forests, nature protection and chal-
lenges for foresters and forestry (Ordinance/Zarządzenie 
2003 – att. 2), that is a narrower range than the potential one. 
However, it should be emphasized that in the directions of 
forest education development written was the sentence ‘per-
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fecting educational program in cooperation with educational 
institution for providing consistency of school and educa-
tional programs’ (Ordinance/Zarządzenie 2003 – att. 1). It 
allows for including in the classes run by foresters also those 
subjects that are not directly mentioned in the basic scope 
of forest education. additionally, in the same document, a 
statement was included of a need to ‘create programs de-
veloping interdisciplinary approach to forest environment 
and economy in forests, combining knowledge and skills 
from many fields of science and practice’. This is a part of 
the concept of integrated education, described already in 
2003 by forester-educator Andrzej Antczak in the context of 
building educational trails. according to him, classes on the 
trail, beside raising environmental and forest-economy relat-
ed issues, may introduce topics from ‘geography, literature, 
history, chemistry, mathematics or art, e.g., plastics (…) and 
music’ (Antczak 2003). It should be emphasized that forests 
in Poland are especially complex and valuable environment 
for teaching, rich not only in terms of nature but also in terms 
of history and culture. they allow, therefore, for running 
interdisciplinary classes, including – prospectively – also 
classes using geocaching. this situation refers to not only 
the forests under management of the State Forests (including 
landscape parks), but also the forests within the borders of 
national parks and urban forests where society’s education 
is being run. in case of education run by employees of land-
scape parks, the need for promoting not only nature content, 
but also historic and culture value of the park is pointed out 
(act/Ustawa 2004 – art. 107.2.6). in case of national parks, 
only education in terms of nature protection is mentioned 
(act/Ustawa 2004 – art. 103.1.2); however, due to the fact 
that park is being created due to cultural values of given area 
(act/Ustawa 2004 – art. 8.1), in practice, those values (also 
historical) are also promoted (Andrzejewska et al. 2013).

To sum up, international experience concerning recipi-
ents of educational geocaching indicate on one hand on cer-
tain limits in its use in the youngest age groups, but on the 
other hand – on its high usefulness in education of remain-
ing age groups, especially school and students. among the 
listed locations of education, dominant were anthropogenic 
ones. However, in Poland, at widely developed non-formal 
education, added to them can be numerous natural objects 
(for instance, forest areas), which are already used as places 
of field education. They allow for running multidisciplinary 
education that falls within the wide scope of content pro-
posed by the authors of foreign publications for realizing 
when using geocaching.   
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